Invest in the well-being of people everywhere.

We know that EMDR works. We see the positive, often life-changing results in our practices daily. But,
how does it work? That’s the question asked by those being helped - our clients - as well as by those who
wish to challenge the legitimacy of EMDR.
This year, because of the generous support of the EMDR community, the EMDR Research Foundation
funded four grants totaling $40,000. Two are engaged in answering the “how does it work” question. We
can’t stop here! To continue to move forward we need your financial support in order to fund high quality
scientific research. You can help to provide the definitive answers as we strive to understand the
neurophysiology of EMDR.
We are asking YOU to become a Charter Member* of the Visionary Alliance by making a minimum pledge
of $15 per month (that is the cost of one latte a week). Imagine what we could accomplish if every
EMDRIA member joined the Visionary Alliance. That’s the $810,000 Dream!
Join the Visionary Alliance NOW or make your regular pledge TODAY. Be part of the solution and help to
answer the perennial question of "How does EMDR work?"
Join us in making the dream come true.
*Charter Membership eligibility in the Visionary Alliance ends 12/31/11 as does the deductibility of your
contribution on this year's tax return. All Charter Members will be eligible to win one of the prizes listed
below.
PRIZES
One-Year “EMDR Therapist Network” Membership donated by Inner Courage
One-Week Accommodations at a Deluxe Resort donated by Dr. Gerald Puk and Cynthia Kong (Winner's
choice of destinations)
Tac-Audio Scan donated by Neurotek Corporation
EMDRIA CE Distance Learning Program donated by Trauma Institute & Child Trauma Institute (Winner's
choice of programs)
Hand Turned Wood Pen made personally and donated by Katy Murray
Search Stick donated by AJ Popky
It is all up to you…you decide your role in this important endeavor! Give to the EMDR Research
Foundation now.
www.emdrresearchfoundation.org/visionaryalliance
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